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Abstract
We prove that the class of Artin algebras whose Auslander–Reiten quiver admits a separating
family of almost cyclic coherent components coincides with the class of generalized multicoil en-
largements of concealed canonical algebras. Moreover, the module category, homological properties
and the representation type of Artin algebras with separating families of almost cyclic coherent
Auslander–Reiten components are described.
 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction and the main results
Throughout the paper by an algebra we mean a basic Artin algebra over a fixed commu-
tative Artin ring R. For an algebra A, we denote by modA the category of finitely generated
right A-modules, and by indA the full subcategory of modA consisting of indecompos-
able modules. We shall denote by rad(modA) the Jacobson radical of modA, and by
rad∞(modA) the intersection of all powers radi (modA), i  1, of rad(modA). Moreover,
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Reiten translations D Tr and TrD, respectively [1]. We will not distinguish between an
indecomposable A-module, its isomorphism class, and the vertex of ΓA corresponding to
it. Following [38] a family C of components of ΓA is said to be generalized standard if
rad∞(X,Y ) = 0 for all modules X and Y from C. We note that then different components
in a generalized standard family C are orthogonal. Recall also that the family C is called
sincere if any simple A-module occurs as a composition factor of a module in C.
The Auslander–Reiten quiver is an important combinatorial and homological invariant
of the module category modA of an algebra A. Frequently, we may recover A from the
behavior of distinguished components of ΓA in the category modA. For example, it is the
case for the tilted algebras [16,23,37], or more generally, the double tilted [31] and the
generalized double tilted algebras [32,44] whose Auslander–Reiten quiver admits a faith-
ful component with a finite section (respectively double section, multisection) satisfying
a vanishing hom-condition.
In the representation theory of algebras a prominent role is played by the algebras with
a separating family of stable tubes (in the sense of Ringel [33]). The class of these alge-
bras contains the tame hereditary algebras [10,11,33], the tame concealed algebras [34],
the tubular algebras [18,34], the canonical algebras [14,20,34,35] and, more generally, the
concealed canonical algebras [19]. It has been proved in [21] (see also [40]) that the class
of algebras with a sincere separating family of stable tubes coincides with the class of
concealed canonical algebras. This was deepened in [30,43], where a characterization of
concealed canonical algebras in terms of external short paths (cycles) has been established.
In order to deal with wider classes of algebras, we need a slightly more general concept of
a separating family of components. Namely, a family C = (Ci )i∈I of components of ΓA is
said to be separating in modA if the modules in indA split into three disjoint classes PA,
CA = C and QA such that:
(S1) CA is a sincere generalized standard family of components;
(S2) HomA(QA,PA) = 0, HomA(QA,CA) = 0, HomA(CA,PA) = 0;
(S3) any morphism from PA to QA factors through addCA.
We then say that CA separates PA from QA and write indA = PA ∨CA ∨QA. We also note
that then PA and QA are uniquely determined by CA (see [4, (2.1)] or [34, (3.1)]). Recall
from [15] that an algebra A is called quasitilted if A has global dimension at most two
and every module in indA has projective or injective dimension at most one. It has been
recently proved in [17] that the class of quasitilted algebras consists of the tilted algebras
(endomorphism algebras of tilting modules over hereditary algebras) and the quasitilted
algebras of canonical type (endomorphism algebras of tilting modules over canonical al-
gebras). Moreover, by [22, Theorem 3.4], an algebra A is quasitilted of canonical type if
and only if ΓA admits a separating family of semiregular tubes.
The main aim of the paper is to describe the structure and homological properties of
algebras whose Auslander–Reiten quiver admits a separating family of almost cyclic co-
herent components. A component Γ of ΓA is said to be almost cyclic if all but finitely
many modules of Γ lie on oriented cycles contained entirely in Γ . Further, a component
Γ of ΓA is said to be coherent if the following two conditions are satisfied:
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X2 → ·· · → Xi → Xi+1 → Xi+2 → ·· · (that is, Xi = τAXi+2 for any i  1) in Γ .
(C2) For each injective module I in Γ there is an infinite sectional path · · · → Yj+2 →
Yj+1 → Yj → ·· · → Y2 → Y1 = I (that is, Yj+2 = τAYj for any j  1) in Γ .
It has been proved in [25, Theorem A] that a component Γ of ΓA is almost cyclic
and coherent if and only if Γ is a generalized multicoil, that is, can be obtained from a
finite family of stable tubes by a sequence of admissible operations (see Section 3 for de-
tails). We introduce (Section 3) the concept of a generalized multicoil enlargement of a
(not necessarily connected) concealed canonical algebra, extending the concept of a coil
enlargement of a concealed canonical algebra introduced in [4]. Following [30] by an ex-
ternal short path in indA, with respect to a family C of components of ΓA, we mean a
sequence X → Y → Z of nonzero nonisomorphisms in indA such that the modules X and
Z belong to C but Y is not in C.
The following theorem is the first main result of the paper.
Theorem A. Let A be an algebra. The following statements are equivalent:
(i) ΓA admits a separating family of almost cyclic coherent components.
(ii) ΓA admits a sincere generalized standard family of almost cyclic coherent compo-
nents without external short paths.
(iii) A is a generalized multicoil enlargement of a concealed canonical algebra C.
The concealed canonical algebra C is called the core of A and the number m = m(A)
of connected summands of C is a numerical invariant of A. We note that m(A) can be
arbitrary large, even if A is connected.
As an immediate consequence of Theorem A and [21, Theorem 1.1] we obtain the
following fact.
Corollary B. Let A be an algebra with a separating family of almost cyclic coherent com-
ponents in ΓA. Then the ordinary valued quiver of A has no oriented cycles. Moreover, if
A is connected, then the centre of A is a field.
The second main result of the paper describes the structure of the module category of an
algebra with a separating family of almost cyclic coherent Auslander–Reiten components.
Theorem C. Let A be an algebra with a separating family CA of almost cyclic coherent
components in ΓA, and indA =PA ∨ CA ∨QA. Then the following statements hold.
(i) There is a unique factor algebra Al of A which is a quasitilted algebra of canonical
type having a separating family TAl of coray tubes such that indAl =PAl ∨TAl ∨QAl
and PA =PAl consists of all proper predecessors of CA in indA.
(ii) There is a unique factor algebra Ar of A which is a quasitilted algebra of canonical
type having a separating family TAr of ray tubes such that indAr =PAr ∨ TAr ∨QAr
and QA =QAr consists of all proper successors of CA in indA.
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algebra of A. We note that in general the algebras Al and Ar are not connected, even if A
is connected. In fact, the both Al and Ar have exactly m(A) connected algebra summands.
The known structure of the Auslander–Reiten quivers of quasitilted algebras of canoni-
cal type (see [6,13,22,27,41]) and Theorem C lead to the following corollary.
Corollary D. Let A be an algebra with a separating family CA of almost cyclic coherent
components in ΓA, and indA =PA ∨ CA ∨QA. Then the following statements hold.
(i) Every component of ΓA not in CA lies entirely in PA or lies entirely in QA.
(ii) Every component of ΓA contained in PA is either preprojective, a stable tube
ZA∞/(τn), for some n  1, of the form ZA∞, or can be obtained from a stable
tube or a component of type ZA∞ by a finite number of ray insertions.
(iii) Every component of ΓA contained in QA is either preinjective, a stable tube
ZA∞/(τn), for some n  1, of the form ZA∞, or can be obtained from a stable
tube or a component of type ZA∞ by a finite number of coray insertions.
(iv) ΓA admits exactly m(A) preprojective components and exactly m(A) preinjective
components.
The third main result describes the homological properties of algebras with separating
families of almost cyclic coherent Auslander–Reiten components.
Theorem E. Let A be an algebra with a separating family CA of almost cyclic coherent
components in ΓA, and indA =PA ∨ CA ∨QA. Then the following statements hold.
(i) pdAX  1 for any module X in PA.
(ii) idAX  1 for any module X in QA.
(iii) pdAX  2 and idAX  2 for any module X in CA.
(iv) gl dimA 3.
Finally, we will describe the representation type of algebras with separating families of
almost cyclic coherent Auslander–Reiten components. Following [8] an algebra A is said to
be strictly wild if there are A-modules X and Y whose endomorphism rings EndA(X) and
EndA(Y ) are division rings, HomA(X,Y ) = 0 = HomA(Y,X) and dimEndA(X) Ext1A(X,Y ) ·
dimEndA(Y ) Ext1A(X,Y ) 5.
If R is a field k, then it follows from [33] that A is strictly wild if and only if there is a
finite field extension K of k and an K〈x, y〉-A-bimodule M which is finitely generated pro-
jective over K〈x, y〉 and such that the tensor product functor ⊗K〈x,y〉M : ModK〈x, y〉 →
ModA is fully faithful. Here, K〈x, y〉 denotes the free associative K-algebra in two
generators, and ModK〈x, y〉 and ModA the categories of all K〈x, y〉-modules and all
A-modules, respectively. Moreover, we say that an algebra A is wild if there exists a field
K and an K〈x, y〉-A-bimodule M , finitely generated and projective as K〈x, y〉-module,
such that the functor ⊗K〈x,y〉M : ModK〈x, y〉 → ModA preserves indecomposability and
isomorphism classes of modules (see [8]). It is known that a wild hereditary algebra is
strictly wild [8,33] but in general the converse is not true.
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is said to be tame if, for each dimension d , there exists a finite number of k[x]-A-bimodules
M1, . . . ,Mn(d) which are finitely generated and free as left k[x]-modules and all but a finite
number of isomorphism classes of indecomposable A-modules of dimension d are of the
form k[x]/(x − λ) ⊗k[x] Mi for some λ ∈ k and some 1 i  n(d). Then the remarkable
theorem of Drozd asserts that every algebra is either tame or wild. Recall also that a basic
algebra A over an algebraically closed field k can be presented as a bound quiver algebra
A = kQ/I where Q = QA is the ordinary quiver of A and I is an admissible ideal of the
path algebra kQ of Q. If QA has no oriented cycles then we may define the Tits form qA
(integral quadratic) on the Grothendieck group K0(A) = ZQ0 of A as follows:
qA(x) =
∑
i∈Q0
x2i −
∑
(i→j)∈Q1
xixj +
∑
i,j∈Q0
rij xixj ,
where x = (xi)i∈Q0 ∈ K0(A), Q0 and Q1 are the sets of vertices and arrows of Q, respec-
tively, and rij is the number of relations from i to j in a minimal set of relations generating
the ideal I (see [5]). It is known (see [28]) that if A is tame then qA is weakly nonnegative,
that is, qA(x) 0 for any x ∈ NQ0 .
It has been shown in [21, Theorem 7.1] that the representation type of a concealed
canonical algebra C is controlled by its genus g(C) determined by the ranks of tubes of
its separating tubular family. This can be extended to arbitrary quasitilted algebras (see
Section 2 for details). Then the genus g(A) of an algebra A with a separating family of
almost cyclic coherent components in ΓA is defined to be the maximum of the genus g(Al)
and g(Ar) of its left and right quasitilted algebras Al and Ar .
The following theorem is the final main result of the paper.
Theorem F. Let A be an algebra with a separating family of almost cyclic coherent com-
ponents in ΓA. The following statements are equivalent:
(i) A is not strictly wild.
(ii) A is not wild.
(iii) g(A) 1.
(iv) Al and Ar are products of tilted algebras of Euclidean type or tubular algebras.
Moreover, if R is an algebraically closed field then the above statements are equivalent
to each of the two statements below.
(iv) A is tame.
(v) The Tits form qA is weakly nonnegative.
2. Quasitilted algebras of canonical type
Throughout the paper by a canonical algebra we mean a product of a finite number of
connected canonical algebras over a field in the sense of Ringel [35]. It has been proved in
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tubes of ΓΛ separating PΛ from QΛ. Following [19], an algebra C is called concealed
canonical if C is the endomorphism algebra EndΛ(T ), for some canonical algebra Λ and
a tilting Λ-module T whose indecomposable direct summands belong to PΛ. Then the
images of modules from TΛ via the functor HomΛ(T ,−) form a separating family TC of
stable tubes of ΓC , and in particular we have a decomposition indC = PC ∨ TC ∨QC of
the category indC. It has been proved by Lenzing and de la Peña [21, Theorem 1.1] that
the class of concealed canonical algebras coincides with the class of all algebras with a
separating family of stable tubes. We also note that if C is connected then the index set
X of a separating tubular family TC = (Tx)x∈X of ΓC is in a natural bijection with the
set of regular components of a tame hereditary algebra
[
F M
0 G
]
, where F and G are finite
central skew field extensions of a field k and the F –G-bimodule M satisfies dimFM ·
dimMG = 4 (see [7,33,35]). Moreover, if R is an algebraically closed field, then X is in
a natural bijection with the projective line over k, and is equipped with the structure of a
weighted projective line [14]. We refer to [14,18–21,27,33,34] for the representation theory
of canonical and concealed algebras.
We will need also the following characterization of concealed canonical algebras.
Theorem 2.1. An algebra A is a concealed canonical algebra if and only if ΓA has a
sincere family of pairwise orthogonal stable tubes without external short paths.
Proof. For finite-dimensional algebras over an algebraically closed field, the theorem is
proved in [43, Theorem 1.6] (see also [30, Theorem 3.1]). The proof works also in the gen-
eral case due to the characterization of quasitilted algebras over arbitrary fields established
in [17], and general arguments applied in the proofs of [22, Theorem 3.4], [30, Corollary
1.6], and [42, Proposition 1.1]. 
An algebra A is said to quasitilted of canonical type (respectively almost concealed
canonical) if A is the endomorphism algebra EndΛ(T ), for some canonical algebra Λ and
a tilting Λ-module T (respectively a tilting Λ-module whose indecomposable direct sum-
mands belong to PΛ ∨ TΛ). It has been proved in [22, Theorem 3.4] that A is quasitilted
if and only if ΓA admits a separating family of semiregular tubes. Moreover, the class
of almost concealed algebras coincides with the class of tubular extensions of concealed
canonical algebras, and with the class of algebras having a separating family of tubes with-
out injective modules (ray tubes) (see [19, Theorem 3.1] and [22, Theorem 3.4]).
Let Λ be a connected canonical algebra and TΛ a separating family of stable tubes
of ΓΛ. Then, by [35], all but finitely many tubes in TΛ are homogeneous (of rank 1). In
fact, it is known that all tubes of TΛ are homogeneous if and only if Λ is a tame hereditary
algebra of the form
[
F M
0 G
]
described above. In such a case the genus g(Λ) of Λ is defined
to be 0. Assume now that ΓΛ admits a nonhomogeneous tube, and denote by p1,p2, . . . , pt
the ranks of all nonhomogeneous tubes in TΛ. Then the genus g(Λ) of Λ is defined as
g(Λ) = 1 + 1
(
(t − 2)p −
t∑ p )
,2
i=1 pi
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ciated almost concealed canonical algebra A = EndΛ(T ), we define the genus g(A) of A
to be the genus g(Λ) of Λ. Then we have the following consequence of [19, Theorem 3.1],
[21, Theorem 7.1] and [22, Theorem 3.4].
Theorem 2.2. Let A be a connected almost concealed canonical algebra. Then the follow-
ing statements hold.
(i) g(A) < 1 if and only if A is a tilted algebra of Euclidean type having a complete
section in the preinjective component.
(ii) g(A) = 1 if and only if A is tame of tubular type.
(iii) g(A) > 1 if and only if A is wild.
3. Almost cyclic coherent generalized standard components
Recall from [9,34] that a translation quiver Γ is called a tube if it contains a cyclical
path and if its underlying topological space is homeomorphic to S1 × R+ (where S1 is
the unit circle, and R+ the nonnegative real line). A tube has only two types of arrows:
arrows pointing to infinity and arrows pointing to the mouth. Tubes containing neither
projective vertices nor injective vertices are called stable. Recall that if A∞ is the quiver
0 → 1 → 2 → ·· · (with the trivial valuations (1,1)), then ZA∞ is the translation quiver of
the form:
(i − 1,0) (i,0) (i + 1,0) (i + 2,0)
.
.
.
↗ ↘ ↗ ↘ ↗ ↘ ↗ ↘
.
.
.
(i − 1,1) (i,1) (i + 1,1)
.
.
.
↗ ↘ ↗ ↘ ↗ ↘
.
.
.
(i − 1,2) (i,2)
.
.
.
↗ ↘
.
.
.
.
.
.
↗ ↘
.
.
.
with τ(i, j) = (i − 1, j) for i ∈ Z, j ∈ N. For r  1, denote by ZA∞/(τ r ) the translation
quiver Γ obtained from ZA∞ by identifying each vertex (i, j) of ZA∞ with the vertex
τ r (i, j) and each arrow x → y in ZA∞ with the arrow τ rx → τ ry. The translation quivers
of the form ZA∞/(τ r ), r  1, are called stable tubes of rank r . The rank of a stable tube
Γ is the least positive integer r such that τ rx = x for all x in Γ . A stable tube of rank 1
is said to be homogeneous. The τ -orbit of a stable tube Γ formed by all vertices having
exactly one predecessor is said to be the mouth of Γ .
The following characterization of generalized standard stable tubes of an Auslander–
Reiten quiver has been established in [38, Corollary 5.3] (see also [39, Lemma 3.1]).
Proposition 3.1. Let A be an algebra and Γ a stable tube of ΓA. The following statements
are equivalent:
(i) Γ is generalized standard.
(ii) The mouth of Γ consists of pairwise orthogonal bricks.(iii) rad∞(X,X) = 0 for any module X in Γ .
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EndA(X) is a division algebra. We also note that the division algebras FX of all modules
X lying on the mouth of a generalized standard stable tube of ΓA are isomorphic.
We also note that the generalized canonical algebras (introduced in [43]) provide a wide
class of algebras whose Auslander–Reiten quivers admit generalized standard stable tubes.
It has been proved in [25, Theorem A] that a connected component Γ of ΓA is almost
cyclic and coherent if and only if Γ is a generalized multicoil, obtained from a family of
stable tubes by a sequence of operations called admissible. Our task in this section is to
recall the letter and simultaneously define the corresponding enlargements of algebras. We
start with the concepts of one-point extensions and one-point coextensions of algebras. Let
A be an algebra, let F be a division algebra over R, and let M = FMA be an F –A-bimodule
such that MA ∈ modA and R acts centrally on FMA. Then the one-point extension of A
by M is the matrix Artin R-algebra of the form
A[M] =
[
A 0
FMA F
]
=
{[
a 0
m f
]
; f ∈ F, a ∈ A, m ∈ M
}
with the usual addition and multiplication. Then the valued quiver QA[M] of A[M] contains
the valued quiver QA of A as a convex subquiver, and there is an additional (extension)
vertex which is a source. We may identify the category modA[M] with the category whose
objects are triples (V ,X,ϕ), where X ∈ modA, V ∈ modF , and ϕ : VF → HomA(M,X)F
is an F -linear map. A-morphism h : (V ,X,ϕ) → (W,Y,ψ) is given by a pair (f,g), where
f : V → W is F -linear, g : X → Y is a morphism in modA and ψf = HomA(M,g)ϕ.
Then the new indecomposable projective A[M]-module P is given by the triple (F,M,•)
where • : FF → HomA(M,M)F assigns to the identity element of F the identity mor-
phism of M . An important class of such one-point extensions occurs in the following
situation. Let Λ be a basic Artin R-algebra, P an indecomposable projective Λ-module,
ΛΛ = P ⊕ Q, and assume that HomΛ(P,Q ⊕ radP) = 0. Since P is indecomposable
projective, S = P/ radP is a simple Λ-module and hence EndΛ(S) is a division algebra.
Moreover, the canonical homomorphism of algebras EndΛ(P ) → EndΛ(S) is an isomor-
phism. Then we obtain isomorphisms of algebras
Λ ∼= EndΛ(ΛΛ) ∼=
[
A 0
FMA F
]
= A[M],
where F = EndΛ(P ), A = EndΛ(Q), and M = FMA = HomΛ(Q,P ) ∼= radP . Clearly
R acts centrally on FMA. We note that if the valued quiver of an Artin algebra Λ has no
oriented cycles then Λ can be obtained from a semisimple algebra by a sequence of one-
point extensions of the above form. Dually, one defines also the one-point coextension of
A by FMA as the matrix algebra
[M]A =
[
F 0
D(FMA) A
]
.
For each bimodule FMA considered in the paper we assume that A is an algebra, MA ∈
modA, F is a division algebra, and R acts centrally on FMA.
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algebra 
F 0 0 . . . 0 0
F F 0 . . . 0 0
F F F . . . 0 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
F F F . . . F 0
F F F . . . F F
 .
Given a generalized standard component Γ of ΓA, and an indecomposable module X in Γ ,
the support S(X) of the functor HomA(X,−)|Γ is the R-linear category defined as follows
[3]. Let HX denote the full subcategory of Γ consisting of the indecomposable modules
M in Γ such that HomA(X,M) = 0, and IX denote the ideal of HX consisting of the
morphisms f : M → N (with M,N in HX) such that HomA(X,f ) = 0. We define S(X)
to be the quotient category HX/IX . Following the above convention, we usually identify
the R-linear category S(X) with its quiver.
From now on let A be an algebra and Γ be a family of generalized standard infinite
components of ΓA. For an indecomposable brick X in Γ , called the pivot, one defines five
admissible operations (ad 1)–(ad 5) and their dual (ad 1∗)–(ad 5∗) modifying the trans-
lation quiver Γ = (Γ, τ ) to a new translation quiver (Γ ′, τ ′) and the algebra A to a new
algebra A′, depending on the shape of the support S(X) (see [25, Section 2] for the figures
illustrating the modified translation quivers Γ ′). Let F = FX = EndA(X) be the division
algebra associated to X.
(ad 1) Assume S(X) consists of an infinite sectional path starting at X:
X = X0 → X1 → X2 → ·· ·
In this case, we let t  1 be a positive integer, D = Tt (F ) and Y1, Y2, . . . , Yt denote the
indecomposable injective D-modules with Y = Y1 the unique indecomposable projective–
injective D-module. We define the modified algebra A′ of A to be the one-point extension
A′ = (A×D)[X ⊕ Y ]
and the modified translation quiver Γ ′ of Γ to be obtained by inserting in Γ the rectangle
consisting of the modules
Zij =
(
F,Xi ⊕ Yj ,
[
1
1
])
for i  0, 1 j  t,
and X′i = (F,Xi,1) for i  0. The translation τ ′ of Γ ′ is defined as follows: τ ′Zij =
Zi−1,j−1 if i  1, j  2, τ ′Zi1 = Xi−1 if i  1, τ ′Z0j = Yj−1 if j  2,Z01 is projec-
tive, τ ′X′0 = Yt , τ ′X′i = Zi−1,t if i  1, τ ′(τ−1Xi) = X′i provided Xi is not an injective
A-module, otherwise X′i is injective in Γ ′. For the remaining vertices of Γ ′, τ ′ coincides
with the translation of Γ , or ΓD , respectively.
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the modified translation quiver Γ ′ to be the translation quiver obtained from Γ by inserting
only the sectional path consisting of the vertices X′i , i  0.
The nonnegative integer t is such that the number of infinite sectional paths parallel to
X0 → X1 → X2 → ·· · in the inserted rectangle equals t + 1. We call t the parameter of
the operation.
Since Γ is a generalized standard family of components of ΓA, we then have
Lemma 3.2. Γ ′ is a generalized standard family of components of ΓA′ .
In case Γ is a stable tube, it is clear that any module on the mouth of Γ satisfies the
condition for being a pivot for the above operation. Actually, the above operation is, in this
case, the tube insertion as considered in [9].
(ad 2) Suppose that S(X) admits two sectional paths starting at X, one infinite and the
other finite with at least one arrow:
Yt ← ·· · ← Y2 ← Y1 ← X = X0 → X1 → X2 → ·· ·
where t  1. In particular, X is necessarily injective. We define the modified algebra A′ of
A to be the one-point extension A′ = A[X] and the modified translation quiver Γ ′ of Γ to
be obtained by inserting in Γ the rectangle consisting of the modules
Zij =
(
F,Xi ⊕ Yj ,
[
1
1
])
for i  1, 1 j  t,
and X′i = (F,Xi,1) for i  1. The translation τ ′ of Γ ′ is defined as follows: X′0 is
projective–injective, τ ′Zij = Zi−1,j−1 if i  2, j  2, τ ′Zi1 = Xi−1 if i  1, τ ′Z1j =
Yj−1 if j  2, τ ′X′i = Zi−1,t if i  2, τ ′X′1 = Yt , τ ′(τ−1Xi) = X′i provided Xi is not an
injective A-module, otherwise X′i is injective in Γ ′. For the remaining vertices of Γ ′, τ ′
coincides with the translation τ of Γ .
The integer t  1 is such that the number of infinite sectional paths parallel to X0 →
X1 → X2 → ·· · in the inserted rectangle equals t + 1. We call t the parameter of the
operation.
Since Γ is a generalized standard family of components of ΓA, we then have
Lemma 3.3. Γ ′ is a generalized standard family of components of ΓA′ .
(ad 3) Assume S(X) is the mesh-category of two parallel sectional paths:
Y1 Y2 · · · YtX = X0 X1 · · · Xt−1 Xt · · ·
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lation quiver Γ of Γ obtained by deleting the arrows Yi → τ−1A Yi−1. We assume that the
union Γ̂ of connected components of Γ containing the vertices τ−1A Yi−1, 2  i  t , is
a finite translation quiver. Then Γ is a disjoint union of Γ̂ and a cofinite full translation
subquiver Γ ∗, containing the pivot X. We define the modified algebra A′ of A to be the
one-point extension A′ = A[X] and the modified translation quiver Γ ′ of Γ to be obtained
from Γ ∗ by inserting the rectangle consisting of the modules
Zij =
(
F,Xi ⊕ Yj ,
[
1
1
])
for i  1, 1 j  t,
and X′i = (F,Xi,1) for i  1. The translation τ ′ of Γ ′ is defined as follows: X′0 is projec-
tive, τ ′Zij = Zi−1,j−1 if i  2, 2  j  t , τ ′Zi1 = Xi−1 if i  1, τ ′X′i = Yi if 1  i  t ,
τ ′X′i = Zi−1,t if i  t +1, τ ′Yj = X′j−2 if 2 j  t , τ ′(τ−1Xi) = X′i , if i  t provided Xi
is not injective in Γ , otherwise X′i is injective in Γ ′. For the remaining vertices of Γ ′, τ ′
coincides with the translation τ of Γ ∗. We note that X′t−1 is injective.
The integer t  2 is such that the number of infinite sectional paths parallel to X0 →
X1 → X2 → ·· · in the inserted rectangle equals t + 1. We call t the parameter of the
operation.
Since Γ is a generalized standard family of components of ΓA, we then have
Lemma 3.4. Γ ′ is a generalized standard family of components of ΓA′ .
(ad 4) Suppose that S(X) consists an infinite sectional path, starting at X
X = X0 → X1 → X2 → ·· · and Y = Y1 → Y2 → ·· · → Yt
with t  1, be a finite sectional path in ΓA such that FY = F = FX . Let r be a positive in-
teger. Moreover, we consider the translation quiver Γ of Γ obtained by deleting the arrows
Yi → τ−1A Yi−1. We assume that the union Γ̂ of connected components of Γ containing the
vertices τ−1A Yi−1, 2 i  t , is a finite translation quiver. Then Γ is a disjoint union of Γ̂
and a cofinite full translation subquiver Γ ∗, containing the pivot X. For r = 0 we define the
modified algebra A′ of A to be the one-point extension A′ = A[X ⊕ Y ] and the modified
translation quiver Γ ′ of Γ to be obtained from Γ ∗ by inserting the rectangle consisting of
the modules
Zij =
(
F,Xi ⊕ Yj ,
[
1
1
])
for i  0, 1 j  t,
and X′i = (F,Xi,1) for i  1. The translation τ ′ of Γ ′ is defined as follows: τ ′Zij =
Zi−1,j−1 if i  1, j  2, τ ′Zi1 = Xi−1 if i  1, τ ′Z0j = Yj−1 if j  2,Z01 is projec-
tive, τ ′X′0 = Yt , τ ′X′i = Zi−1,t if i  1, τ ′(τ−1Xi) = X′i provided Xi is not injective in Γ ,
otherwise X′i is injective in Γ ′. For the remaining vertices of Γ ′, τ ′ coincides with the
translation of Γ ∗.
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projective G-modules, Ur,t+1, Ur,t+2, . . . , Ur,t+r denote the indecomposable injective
G-modules, with Ur,t+1 the unique indecomposable projective–injective G-module. We
define the modified algebra A′ of A to be the triangular matrix algebra of the form:
A′ =

A 0 0 . . . 0 0
Y F 0 . . . 0 0
Y F F . . . 0 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
Y F F . . . F 0
X ⊕ Y F F . . . F F

with r + 2 columns and rows and the modified translation quiver Γ ′ of Γ to be obtained
from Γ ∗ by inserting the rectangles consisting of the modules Ukl = Yl ⊕ Uk,t+k for 1
k  r , 1 l  t , and
Zij =
(
F,Xi ⊕Urj ,
[
1
1
])
for i  0, 1 j  t + r,
and X′i = (F,Xi,1) for i  0. The translation τ ′ of Γ ′ is defined as follows: τ ′Zij =
Zi−1,j−1 if i  1, j  2, τ ′Zi1 = Xi−1 if i  1, τ ′Z0j = Ur,j−1 if 2  j  t + r ,
Z01,Uk1,1 k  r are projective, τ ′Ukl = Uk−1,l−1 if 2 k  r , 2 l  t + r , τ ′U1l =
Yl−1 if 2 l  t + 1, τ ′X′0 = Ur,t+r , τ ′X′i = Zi−1,t+r if i  1, τ ′(τ−1Xi) = X′i provided
Xi is not injective in Γ , otherwise X′i is injective in Γ ′. For the remaining vertices of Γ ′,
τ ′ coincides with the translation of Γ ∗, or ΓG, respectively.
We note that the quiver QA′ of A′ is obtained from the quiver of the double one-point
extension A[X][Y ] by adding a path of length r + 1 with source at the extension vertex of
A[X] and sink at the extension vertex of A[Y ].
The integers t  1 and r  0 are such that the number of infinite sectional paths parallel
to X0 → X1 → X2 → ·· · in the inserted rectangles equals t + r + 1. We call t + r the
parameter of the operation.
Since Γ is a generalized standard family of components of ΓA, we then have
Lemma 3.5. Γ ′ is a generalized standard family of components of ΓA′ .
(fad 1) Assume S(X) consists of a finite sectional path starting at X:
X = X0 → X1 → X2 → ·· · → Xs
where s  0 and Xs is injective. Let t  1 be a positive integer, D = Tt (F ) and Y1, Y2,
. . . , Yt denote the indecomposable injective D-modules with Y = Y1 the unique indecom-
posable projective–injective D-module. We define the modified algebra A′ of A to be the
one-point extensionA′ = (A×D)[X ⊕ Y ]
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consisting of the modules
Zij =
(
F,Xi ⊕ Yj ,
[
1
1
])
for 0 i  s, 1 j  t,
X′i = (F,Xi,1) for 0 i  s, Y ′j = (F,Yj ,1) for 1 j  t , and W = Sp , where p is the
extension vertex of A[X]. The translation τ ′ of Γ ′ is defined as follows: τ ′Zij = Zi−1,j−1
if i  1, j  2, τ ′Zi1 = Xi−1 if i  1, τ ′Z0j = Yj−1 if j  2,Z01 is projective, τ ′X′0 = Yt ,
τ ′X′i = Zi−1,t if i  1, τ ′(τ−1Xi) = X′i provided Xi is not injective in Γ , otherwise X′i
is injective in Γ ′, τ ′Y ′1 = Xs , τ ′Y ′j = Zs,j−1 if 2  j  t , τ ′W = Zst . For the remaining
vertices of Γ ′, τ ′ coincides with the translation of Γ , or ΓD , respectively. If t = 0 we
define the modified algebra A′ to be the one-point extension A′ = A[X] and the modified
translation quiver Γ ′ to be the component obtained from Γ by inserting only the sectional
path consisting of the vertices X′i , 0 i  s, and W .
Observe that for s = 0 = t the new translation quiver Γ ′ is obtained from Γ by adding
the projective–injective vertex X′0 and the vertex W with τ ′W = X0.
(fad 2) Suppose that S(X) admits two finite sectional paths starting at X, each of them
with at least one arrow:
Yt ← ·· · ← Y2 ← Y1 ← X = X0 → X1 → X2 → ·· · → Xs
where t  1 and s  1. In particular, X and Xs are necessarily injective. We define the mod-
ified algebra A′ of A to be the one-point extension A′ = A[X] and the modified translation
quiver Γ ′ of Γ to be obtained by inserting in Γ the rectangle consisting of the modules
Zij =
(
F,Xi ⊕ Yj ,
[
1
1
])
for 1 i  s, 1 j  t,
X′i = (F,Xi,1) for 1 i  s, Y ′j = (F,Yj ,1) for 1 j  t , and W = Sp , where p is the
extension vertex of A[X]. The translation τ ′ of Γ ′ is defined as follows: X′0 is projective–
injective, τ ′Zij = Zi−1,j−1 if i  2, j  2, τ ′Zi1 = Xi−1 if i  1, τ ′Z1j = Yj−1 if j  2,
τ ′X′i = Zi−1,t if i  2, τ ′X′1 = Yt , τ ′(τ−1Xi) = X′i provided Xi is not injective in Γ ,
otherwise X′i is injective in Γ ′, τ ′Y ′1 = Xs , τ ′Y ′j = Zs,j−1 if 2 j  t , τ ′W = Zst . For the
remaining vertices of Γ ′, τ ′ coincides with the translation τ of Γ .
(fad 3) Assume S(X) is the mesh-category of two finite parallel sectional paths:
Y1 Y2 · · · YtX = X0 X1 · · · Xt−1 Xt · · · Xs
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the modified algebra A′ of A to be the one-point extension A′ = A[X] and the modified
translation quiver Γ ′ of Γ to be obtained by inserting in Γ the rectangle consisting of the
modules
Zij =
(
F,Xi ⊕ Yj ,
[
1
1
])
for 1 i  s, 1 j  t,
X′i = (F,Xi,1) for 1 i  s, Y ′j = (F,Yj ,1) for 1 j  t , and W = Sp , where p is the
extension vertex of A[X]. The translation τ ′ of Γ ′ is defined as follows: X′0 is projective,
τ ′Zij = Zi−1,j−1 if i  2,2 j  t, τ ′Zi1 = Xi−1 if i  1, τ ′X′i = Yi if 1 i  t, τ ′X′i =
Zi−1,t if i  t + 1, τ ′Yj = X′j−2 if 2 j  t , τ ′(τ−1Xi) = X′i , if i  t provided Xi is not
injective in Γ , otherwise X′i is injective in Γ ′. In both cases, X′t−1 is injective, τ ′Y ′1 = Xs ,
τ ′Y ′j = Zs,j−1 if 2 j  t , τ ′W = Zst . For the remaining vertices of Γ ′, τ ′ coincides with
the translation τ of Γ . Observe that for s = t − 1 we have Ztt = Y ′t and X′t = W .
(fad 4) Suppose that S(X) consists of a finite sectional path starting at X:
X = X0 → X1 → X2 → ·· · → Xs
with s  1 and Xs injective, and
Y = Y1 → Y2 → ·· · → Yt
t  1, be a finite sectional path in ΓA such that FY = F = FX . Let r be a positive integer.
For r = 0 we define the modified algebra A′ of A to be the one-point extension A′ =
A[X⊕Y ] and the modified translation quiver Γ ′ of Γ to be obtained by inserting in Γ the
rectangle consisting of the modules
Zij =
(
F,Xi ⊕ Yj ,
[
1
1
])
for 0 i  s, 1 j  t,
X′i = (F,Xi,1) for 0 i  s, Y ′j = (F,Yj ,1) for 1 j  t , and W = Sp , where p is the
extension vertex of A[X]. The translation τ ′ of Γ ′ is defined as follows: τ ′Zij = Zi−1,j−1
if i  1, j  2, τ ′Zi1 = Xi−1 if i  1, τ ′Z0j = Yj−1 if j  2, Z01 is projective, τ ′X′0 = Yt ,
τ ′X′i = Zi−1,t if i  1, τ ′(τ−1Xi) = X′i provided Xi is not injective in Γ , otherwise X′i
is injective in Γ ′, τ ′Y ′1 = Xs , τ ′Y ′j = Zs,j−1 if 2  j  t , τ ′W = Zst . For the remaining
vertices of Γ ′, τ ′ coincides with the translation of Γ .
For r  1, let G = Tr(F ), U1,t+1, U2,t+1, . . . , Ur,t+1 denote the indecomposable
projective G-modules, Ur,t+1, Ur,t+2, . . . , Ur,t+r denote the indecomposable injective
G-modules, with Ur,t+1 the unique indecomposable projective–injective G-module. We
define the modified algebra A′ of A to be the triangular matrix algebra of the form:
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A 0 0 . . . 0 0
Y F 0 . . . 0 0
Y F F . . . 0 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
Y F F . . . F 0
X ⊕ Y F F . . . F F

with r + 2 columns and rows and the modified translation quiver Γ ′ of Γ to be obtained
by inserting in Γ the rectangles consisting of the modules Ukl = Yl ⊕Uk,t+k for 1 k  r ,
1 l  t ,
Zij =
(
F,Xi ⊕Urj ,
[
1
1
])
for 0 i  s, 1 j  t + r,
X′i = (F,Xi,1) for 0 i  s, Y ′j = (F,Urj ,1) for 1  j  t + r , and W = Sp , where p
is the extension vertex of A[X]. The translation τ ′ of Γ ′ is defined as follows: τ ′Zij =
Zi−1,j−1 if i  1, j  2, τ ′Zi1 = Xi−1 if i  1,τ ′Z0j = Ur,j−1 if 2 j  t + r , Z01,Uk1,
1  k  r are projective, τ ′Ukl = Uk−1,l−1 if 2  k  r , 2  l  t + r , τ ′U1l = Yl−1 if
2 l  t +1, τ ′X′0 = Ur,t+r , τ ′X′i = Zi−1,t+r if i  1, τ ′(τ−1Xi) = X′i provided Xi is not
injective in Γ , otherwise X′i is injective in Γ ′, τ ′Y ′1 = Xs , τ ′Y ′j = Zs,j−1 if 2 j  t + r ,
τ ′W = Zs,t+r . For the remaining vertices of Γ ′, τ ′ coincides with the translation of Γ ,
or ΓG, respectively.
(ad 5) We define the modified algebra A′ of A to be the iteration of the extensions de-
scribed in the definitions of the admissible operations (ad 1)–(ad 4), and their finite versions
corresponding to the operations (fad 1)–(fad 4). The modified translation quiver Γ ′ of Γ is
obtained in the following three steps: first we are doing on Γ one of the operations (fad 1),
(fad 2) or (fad 3), next a finite number (possibly empty) of the operation (fad 4) and finally
the operation (ad 4), and in such a way that the sectional paths starting from all the new
projective vertices have a common cofinite (infinite) sectional subpath.
Since Γ is a generalized standard family of components of ΓA, we then have
Lemma 3.6. Γ ′ is a generalized standard family of components of ΓA′ .
Finally, together with each of the admissible operations (ad 1)–(ad 5), we consider its
dual, denoted by (ad 1∗)–(ad 5∗). These ten operations are called the admissible operations.
Following [25] a connected translation quiver Γ is said to be a generalized multicoil if Γ
can be obtained from a finite family T1,T2, . . . ,Ts of stable tubes by an iterated application
of admissible operations (ad 1), (ad 1∗), (ad 2), (ad 2∗), (ad 3), (ad 3∗), (ad 4), (ad 4∗),
(ad 5) or (ad 5∗). If s = 1, such a translation quiver Γ is said to be a generalized coil. The
admissible operations of types (ad 1), (ad 2), (ad 3), (ad 1∗), (ad 2∗) and (ad 3∗) have been
introduced in [2–4], and the admissible operations (ad 4) and (ad 4∗) for r = 0 in [24].
We refer also to [26] for the structure of indecomposable modules lying in (generalized)
standard coils.
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is a generalized coil having the property that each admissible operation in the sequence
defining it is of the form (ad 1) or (ad 1∗). If we apply only operations of type (ad 1)
(respectively of type (ad 1∗)) then such a generalized coil is called a ray tube (respectively
a coray tube). Observe that a generalized coil without injective (respectively projective)
vertices is a ray tube (respectively a coray tube). A quasi-tube (in the sense of [36]) is a
generalized coil having the property that each of the admissible operations in the sequence
defining it is of type (ad 1), (ad 1∗), (ad 2) or (ad 2∗). Finally, following [3] a coil is a
generalized coil having the property that each of the admissible operations in the sequence
defining it is one of the forms (ad 1), (ad 1∗), (ad 2), (ad 2∗), (ad 3) or (ad 3∗). We note
that any generalized multicoil Γ is a coherent translation quiver with trivial valuations and
its cyclic part cΓ (the translation subquiver of Γ obtained by removing from Γ all acyclic
vertices and the arrows attached to them) is infinite, connected and cofinite in Γ , and so Γ
is almost cyclic.
Finally, let C be a (not necessarily connected) concealed canonical algebra and TC a
separating family of stable tubes of ΓC . We say that an algebra is a generalized multicoil
enlargement of C using modules from TC if A is obtained from C by an iteration of admis-
sible operations of types (ad 1)–(ad 5) and (ad 1∗)–(ad 5∗) performed either on stable tubes
of TC , or on generalized multicoils obtained from stable tubes of TC by means of ope-
rations done so far. We note that a generalized multicoil enlargement A of C invoking only
admissible operations of type (ad 1) (respectively of type (ad 1∗)) is a tubular extension
(respectively tubular coextension) of C in the sense of [34].
The following proposition is a direct consequence of Proposition 3.1, Lemmas 3.2–3.6,
and the corresponding definitions.
Proposition 3.7. Let C be a concealed canonical algebra, TC a separating family of stable
tubes of ΓC , and A a generalized multicoil enlargement of C using modules from TC . Then
ΓA admits a generalized standard family CA of generalized multicoils obtained from the
family TC of stable tubes by a sequence of admissible operations corresponding to the
admissible operations leading from C to A.
We will need also the following technical lemmas.
Lemma 3.8. Let A be an algebra, Γ be a generalized standard component of ΓA and
X ∈ Γ be an (ad 4) or (ad 4∗)-pivot. Let A′ be the modified algebra and Γ ′ be the modified
component. Then any indecomposable A′-module whose restriction to A has an indecom-
posable direct summand of the form Xi or Yj , for some i  0, 1 j  t , belongs to Γ ′.
Proof. Similar to the proof of [4, (2.4)]. 
Lemma 3.9. Let A be an algebra with a family CA of generalized multicoils separating PA
from QA, Γ be a generalized multicoil in CA and X be an (ad 4)-pivot in Γ and
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
A 0 0 . . . 0 0
Y F 0 . . . 0 0
Y F F . . . 0 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
Y F F . . . F 0
X ⊕ Y F F . . . F F

be the modified algebra. Let e denote the extension vertex of A[X], and P ′
A′ , C′A′ , Q′A′ be
the classes in indA′ defined as follows:
(i) P ′
A′ =PA.
(ii) C′
A′ consists of all indecomposables MA′ such that Me = 0 and M = M|A is in
(CA \ Γ ) ∪ Γ ∗ (where Γ ∗—as in the definition of (ad 4)), or Me = 0 and Mf = 0
where f = e denotes one of the r added vertices to QA, or Me = 0 and M|A has an
indecomposable direct summand of the form Xi , for some i  0.
(iii) Q′
A′ consists of all indecomposables MA′ such that Me = 0 and M = M|A is in QA ∪
(Γ \ Γ ∗) , or M = (F,0,0), or Me = 0 and the indecomposable direct summands of
M|A belong either to the set {Y1, Y2, . . . , Yt } or to the support of HomA(X,−)|QA .
Then indA′ =P ′
A′ ∨ C′A′ ∨Q′A′ , and C′A′ separates P ′A′ from Q′A′ .
Proof. Similar to the proof of [4, (2.5) and (2.6)] involving additionally Lemmas 3.5
and 3.8. 
Lemma 3.10. Let A be a multicoil enlargement of a concealed canonical algebra C, and
assume that the admissible operation (ad 5) is applied. Then this admissible operation
(ad 5) can be replaced by an admissible operation (ad 1) followed by a finite number of
admissible operations of type (ad 5∗).
Proof. The part of the bound quiver QA obtained by applying the admissible operation
(ad 5) can be visualized as follows:
◦x · · · αr ◦ar
βr
· · · α2 ◦a2
β2
· · · α1 ◦a1
β1
· · · α0 ◦a0
β0
· · · ◦
◦ ◦
br
◦
b2
◦
b1
◦
b0
◦x · · · αr ◦ar
βr
· · · α2 ◦a2
β2
· · · α1 ◦a1
β1
· · · α0 ◦a0
β0
◦
◦ ◦
br
◦
b2
◦
b1
...◦
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βr
· · · α2 ◦a2
β2
· · · α1 ◦a1
β1
· · · α0 ◦a0
β0
◦
◦ ◦
br
◦
b2
◦
b1
◦
b0
◦x · · · αr ◦ar
βr
· · · α2 ◦a2
β2
· · · α1 ◦a1
β1
· · · α0 ◦a0 ◦
◦ ◦
br
◦
b2
◦
b1
where αiβi = 0 for 0  i  r , a0 is the extension point of (fad 1), (fad 2) or (fad 3),
a1, a2, . . . , ar are the extension points of r consecutive operations of type (fad 4) and x is
the extension point of the admissible operation (ad 4), which finishes the whole process of
creating (ad 5). The first two figures show the cases when in the admissible operation (ad 5)
we start with (fad 1), the third figure shows the cases when in the admissible operation
(ad 5) we start with (fad 2), and the third and the fourth figures show the cases when
we start with (fad 3). It is easily seen that x is also the extension point of the admissible
operation (ad 1) which contains the horizontal arrows. Note that these arrows can define
whole operation (ad 1) or its part. Moreover, b1, b2, . . . , br are the coextension points of r
consecutive operations of type (fad 1∗), b0 is also the coextension point of the operation
(fad 1∗) except the case when in the starting operation (fad 3) we have s = t−1. In this case
b0 is the coextension point of the operation (fad 3∗). So, in the cases visualized in the first
and the third figures we have r + 1 consecutive operations of type (ad 5∗), and in the other
cases we have r consecutive operations of type (ad 5∗). Observe that the above admissible
operations (ad 5∗) are of the form (fad 1∗) and (ad 4∗), or (fad 3∗) and (ad 4∗). 
4. Proofs of Theorems A and C
Let K be a truncated branch at a vertex x, and A = kQ/I be a bound quiver algebra
over a field k, where Q = QA is the ordinary quiver of A and I is an admissible ideal of the
path algebra kQ of Q, and E ∈ modA. Recall that the truncated branch extension A[E,K]
by the truncated branch K [34, (4.7)] is constructed in the following way: to the one-point
extension A[E] with extension vertex w (that is, radPw = E) we add the truncated branch
K by identifying the vertices x and w. If E1,E2, . . . ,En ∈ mod A and K1,K2, . . . ,Kn is
a set of truncated branches, then the truncated branch extension A[Ei,Ki]ni=1 is defined
inductively as A[Ei,Ki]ni=1 = (A[Ei,Ki]n−1i=1 )[En,Kn]. The concept of truncated branch
coextension is defined dually.
Now, we will present a simultaneous proof of Theorems A and C. First we note that if A
is an algebra with a separating family CA of almost cyclic coherent components of ΓA then
clearly CA is a sincere generalized standard family of almost cyclic coherent components
without external short paths, and hence the implication (i) ⇒ (ii) of Theorem A holds.
Assume now that A is an algebra with a sincere generalized standard family CA of
almost cyclic coherent components in ΓA without external short paths. We claim that then
A is a generalized multicoil enlargement of a concealed canonical algebra C, and hence
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family CA of generalized multicoils can be obtained, as the translation quiver, from a family
T of stable tubes by a sequence of admissible operations of types (ad 1)–(ad 5) and their
duals. Denote by C the support algebra of the family T of indecomposable A-modules.
Since CA is a sincere generalized standard family of ΓA, invoking results established in
Section 3, we conclude that T is a sincere generalized standard family of stable tubes
of ΓC and A is a generalized standard multicoil enlargement of C using modules from
T and admissible operations of types (ad 1)–(ad 5) and their duals, corresponding to the
admissible operations leading from T to CA. Moreover, T is a sincere family of pairwise
orthogonal stable tubes of ΓC without external short paths. Applying Theorem 2.1 we
conclude that C is a (not necessarily connected) concealed canonical algebra. Therefore,
A is a generalized multicoil enlargement of the concealed canonical algebra C, and this
proves our claim.
Our next aim is to prove Theorem C. From the above considerations, we may assume
that A is a generalized multicoil enlargement of a concealed canonical algebra C. Let TC
be a separating family of stable tubes of ΓC , and indC = PC ∨ TC ∨ QC the induced
decomposition of indC. Let C = C1 ×C2 × · · · ×Cm be decomposition of C into product
of connected algebras.
Let Al be a unique maximal convex truncated branch coextension of C inside A, that
is, Al = B−1 × B−2 × · · · × B−m , where B−i is a unique maximal convex truncated branch
coextension of Ci inside A, 1  i  m. We shall prove that Al is the required quasitilted
algebra and PA = PB−1 ∨ PB−2 ∨ · · · ∨ PB−m by induction on the number n of admissible
operations leading from C to the algebra A. If n = 1, then we can only apply an admissible
operation (ad 1) or (ad 1∗), so m = 1. If the algebra A is obtained from C by applying
(ad 1), then Al = C and there is nothing to show. If the algebra A is obtained from C
by applying (ad 1∗), then it is clear that Al = A is a unique maximal truncated branch
coextension of C and PA =PAl =PB−1 . Moreover, the bound quiver of Al is of the form
QC
◦ ◦ ◦ · · · ◦
Let n > 1. Assume that the statement holds for n−1, so after applying n−1 admissible
operations we have Al = B−1 × B−2 × · · · × B−m , where B−i is a unique maximal convex
truncated branch coextension of Ci (that is, B−i = tij=1[Kj ,Ej ]Ci , where K1,K2, . . . ,Kti
are truncated branches), 1 i m, and PA = PB−1 ∨PB−2 ∨ · · · ∨PB−m . Note that we can
apply an admissible operation (ad 2), (ad 3) or (ad 4) (that is also (ad 5)) (respectively
(ad 2∗), (ad 3∗), (ad 4∗)) if the number of all successors (respectively all predecessors) of
the module Yi (which occurs in the definitions of the above admissible operations) is finite
for each 1 i  t . If it is not the case, then the family of generalized multicoils obtained
after applying such admissible operation is not sincere, and then is not separating. If the nth
admissible operation is of one of types (ad 1)–(ad 5), then Al does not change, therefore the
proof follows from inductive assumption. If it is of type (ad 1∗) then let A′ be the algebra
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be the points in the quiver QA′ of A′ corresponding to the new indecomposable injective
A′-modules. Then A′l = B−1 ×B−2 ×· · ·×B−i−1 ×B ′−i ×B−i+1 ×· · ·×B−m , where the bound
quiver of B ′−i is of the form
Q
B−i
◦ ◦
a a1
◦
a2
· · · ◦
at
for some 1 i m. Then B ′−i is the coextension of B
−
i at X by the coextension truncated
branch K consisting of the points a, a1, a2, . . . , at , that is, we have B ′−i = [K,X]B−i .
Therefore A′l has the required form. From the dual fact to [34, (4.7)(1)] we know that PA′
is the module class given by all indecomposable A′-modules M with either M|A = 0 and
M ∈ PA, or else the support of M is contained in branch K and 〈dimM, lK 〉 > 0, where lK
is the branch length function (see [34, (4.4)]). Therefore,
PA′ =PB−1 ∨PB−2 ∨ · · · ∨PB−i−1 ∨PB ′−i ∨PB−i+1 ∨ · · · ∨PB−m ,
where
A′l = B−1 ×B−2 × · · · ×B−i−1 ×B ′−i ×B−i+1 × · · · ×B−m,
B ′−i = [K,X]B−i and B ′−i ,B−1 ,B−2 , . . . ,B−i−1,B−i+1, . . . ,B−m are the unique maximal con-
vex truncated branch coextensions of Ci inside A, 1  i  m. If the nth admissible
operation is of type (ad 2∗), then in the sequence of earlier n − 1 admissible opera-
tions, there is an operation of type (ad 1) or (ad 5) which contains an operation (fad 1)
which gives rise to the pivot X of (ad 2∗), and the operations done between these two
must not affect the support of HomA(−,X) restricted to the generalized multicoil con-
taining X. Note that in general, in the sequence of earlier n − 1 admissible operations
can be an operation of type (ad 5∗) which contains an operation (fad 4∗) which gives
rise to the pivot X of (ad 2∗) but from the dual fact to Lemma 3.10 this case can be re-
duced to (ad 5) which contains an operation (fad 1). Let A′ be the algebra obtained from
A by applying (ad 2∗) with pivot X, and a, a1, a2, . . . , at (X = Pa) be the points in the
quiver QA′ of A′ corresponding to the new indecomposable projective A′-modules ob-
tained after performing the above admissible operation (ad 1) or the operation (fad 1).
Then A′l = B−1 ×B−2 × · · ·×B−i−1 ×B ′−i ×B−i+1 × · · ·×B−m , and the bound quiver of B ′−i
is of the form
QB−i◦ ◦
b at
· · · ◦
a2
◦
a1
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coextension of B−i at X by the coextension truncated branch K consisting of the points
b, at , at−1, . . . , a1, that is, we have B ′−i = [K,X]B−i . Therefore A′l has the required
form. From the dual fact to [4, (2.5)] we know that PA′ consists of all indecomposable
A′-modules M such that Mb = 0 and M = M|A is in PA, or M = (0,0,F ), or Mb = 0 and
the indecomposable direct summands of M|A belong either to the set {Y1, Y2, . . . , Yt } or to
the support of HomA(−,X)|PA . Therefore,
PA′ =PB−1 ∨PB−2 ∨ · · · ∨PB−i−1 ∨PB ′−i ∨PB−i+1 ∨ · · · ∨PB−m ,
where
A′l = B−1 ×B−2 × · · · ×B−i−1 ×B ′−i ×B−i+1 × · · · ×B−m,
B ′−i = [K,X]B−i and B ′−i , B−1 ,B−2 , . . . ,B−i−1,B−i+1, . . . ,B−m are the unique maximal con-
vex truncated branch coextensions of Ci inside A, 1 i m. If the nth admissible oper-
ation is of type (ad 3∗), then in the sequence of earlier n − 1 admissible operations, there
must be at least one operation of type (ad 1) or (ad 5) which contains the operation (fad 1)
which gives rise to the pivot X of (ad 3∗) and to the modules Y1, Y2, . . . , Yt in the support
of HomA(−,X) restricted to the generalized multicoil containing X. The operations done
after must not affect this support. Again, in general, in the sequence of earlier n− 1 admis-
sible operations can be an operation of type (ad 5∗) which contains an operation (fad 4∗)
which gives rise to the pivot X of (ad 3∗) but from the dual fact to Lemma 3.10 this case
can be reduced to (ad 5) which contains an operation (fad 1). Suppose that we had r such
consecutive admissible operations of types (ad 1) or (fad 1), the first of which had Xt as a
pivot, and these admissible operations built up a branch K in A with points a, a1, a2, . . . , at
in QA, so that Xt−1 and Yt are the indecomposable projective A-modules corresponding
respectively to a and a1, and both Y1 and τ−1A Y1 are ray modules in the generalized mul-
ticoil containing the (ad 3∗)-pivot X. Let A′ be the algebra obtained from A by applying
(ad 3∗) with pivot X. Then A′l = B−1 × B−2 × · · · × B−i−1 × B ′−i × B−i+1 × · · · × B−m , and
the bound quiver of B ′−i is of the form
Q
B−i
◦ ◦
b a1
rest of K
for some 1  i  m, where b is the coextension point of A′ = [X]A. Then B ′−i is
the coextension of B−i at X by the coextension truncated branch K consisting of the
points b, a1, a2, . . . , at , that is, we have B ′−i = [K,Xt ]B−i . Therefore A′l has the required
form. From the dual fact to [4, (2.6)] we know that PA′ consists of all indecomposable
A′-modules M such that Mb = 0 and M = M|A is in PA ∪ (Γ \ Γ ∗), or M = (0,0,F ),
or Mb = 0 and the indecomposable direct summands of M|A belong either to the set
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nition of (ad 3∗). Therefore,
PA′ =PB−1 ∨PB−2 ∨ · · · ∨PB−i−1 ∨PB ′−i ∨PB−i+1 ∨ · · · ∨PB−m ,
where
A′l = B−1 ×B−2 × · · · ×B−i−1 ×B ′−i ×B−i+1 × · · · ×B−m,
B ′−i = [K,Xt ]B−i and B ′−i ,B−1 ,B−2 , . . . ,B−i−1,B−i+1, . . . ,B−m are the unique maximal
convex truncated branch coextensions of Ci inside A, 1 i m. If the nth admissible op-
eration is of type (ad 4∗), then let A′ be the algebra obtained from A by applying this admis-
sible operation with pivot X and the end Y1 of a finite sectional path Y1 ← Y2 ← ·· · ← Yt .
Note that this finite sectional path is the linearly oriented quiver of type At and its support
algebra Λ (given by the vertices corresponding to the simple composition factors of the
modules Y1, Y2, . . . , Yt ) is a tilted algebra of the path algebra D of the linearly oriented
quiver of type At . From [34, (4.4)(2)] we know that Λ is a bound quiver algebra given by a
truncated branch in x, where x corresponds to the unique projective–injective D-module.
Then A′l = B−1 ×B−2 × · · ·×B−i−1 ×B ′−i ×B−i+1 × · · ·×B−m , and the bound quiver of B ′−i
is of the form
Q
B−i
◦ ◦
a a1 a2
· · · ◦
ar
◦
b
L
for some 1 i m, where the index r is as in the definition of (ad 4∗), a is the coexten-
sion point of [X]A, b is the coextension point of [Y1]A′ and L is a truncated branch in b
generated by the support of Y1 ⊕ Y2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Yt . Then B ′−i is the coextension of B−i by the
coextension truncated branch K in a consisting of the points a, a1, a2, . . . , ar , b and the
branch L, that is, we have B ′−i = [K,X]B−i . Therefore A′l has the required form. From the
dual fact to Lemma 3.9 we conclude that
PA′ =PB−1 ∨PB−2 ∨ · · · ∨PB−i−1 ∨PB ′−i ∨PB−i+1 ∨ · · · ∨PB−m ,
where
A′l = B−1 ×B−2 × · · · ×B−i−1 ×B ′−i ×B−i+1 × · · · ×B−m,
B ′−i = [K,Xt ]B−i and B ′−i ,B−1 ,B−2 , . . . ,B−i−1,B−i+1, . . . ,B−m are the unique maximal
convex truncated branch coextensions of Ci inside A, 1 i m. There remains to consider
the case where the nth admissible operation is of type (ad 5∗). Since in the definition of
admissible operation (ad 5∗) we use the finite versions (fad 1∗)–(fad 4∗) of the admissible
operations (ad 1∗)–(ad 4∗) and the admissible operation (ad 4∗), we conclude that this case
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The part (ii) of Theorem C follows by dual arguments.
We will show now that the implication (iii) ⇒ (i) of Theorem A also holds. Let A
be a generalized multicoil enlargement of a concealed canonical algebra C. In the proof
of Theorem C we proved that there exist quasitilted factor algebras Al and Ar of A,
satisfying the conditions (i) and (ii), whose quivers QAl and QAr are full convex sub-
quivers of the quiver QA of A. In particular, the modules in indA split into three disjoint
classes PA = PAl , CA and QA = QAr where CA is a sincere generalized standard fam-
ily of generalized multicoils (which are almost cyclic and coherent), PA consists of all
proper predecessors of CA in indA, and QA consists of all proper successors of CA in
indA. Hence the conditions (S1) and (S2) of a separating family are for PA, CA and QA
satisfied. In order to prove the condition (S3), take a nonzero morphism f : X → Y for
X in PA and Y in QA. Since PA = PAl , X is an Al-module and f is given by the re-
striction f |Al : X|Al → Y |Al to Al . Moreover, we have indAl = PAl ∨ TAl ∨ QAl , and
Y |Al belongs to add(TAl ∨QAl ). Let Y |Al = Y ′ ⊕ Y ′′, where Y ′ belongs to addTAl and
Y ′′ belongs to addQAl . We know that A is obtained from Al (respectively CA is obtained
from TAl ) by a sequence of admissible operations of types (ad 1)–(ad 4) or (ad 5). In this
process, the indecomposable modules from QAl will become indecomposable modules
of QA = QAr . Further, TAl is a family of coray tubes. Then it follows from the descrip-
tion of admissible operations (ad 1)–(ad 5), presented in Section 3, that only directing
modules of TAl may become modules of QA = QAr after application of the admissible
operations leading from Al to A, and then some admissible operations of types (ad 3)
or (ad 4) must be applied. Assume Y ′′ = 0. Then Y ′ = 0 and Y = Y |Al = Y ′′ is an in-
decomposable module from QAl . Moreover, then Y is an indecomposable module over
the concealed canonical algebra C. Since TAl is a family of coray tubes of ΓAl sepa-
rating PAl = PA from QAl , we conclude that f : X → Y factors through a module Z
from addTAl . In fact, since Y is a C-module, we may assume that Z is a C-module.
But then Z is a direct sum of nondirecting modules from TAl , and so (by the above re-
marks) belongs to addCA. Therefore, f : X → Y factors through a module from addCA.
Finally, assume Y ′′ = 0. Then Y = Y |Al = Y ′ is an indecomposable directing mod-
ule. Then it follows from the structure of coray tubes that f : X → Y factors through
a module Z ∈ addTAl without indecomposable directing direct summands. But such a
module Z belongs to addCA, and so f : X → Y has the required factorization through
a module from addCA. This proves that CA satisfies (S3). Therefore, CA is a separat-
ing family of almost cyclic coherent components of ΓA, and (iii) ⇒ (i) of Theorem A
holds.
We illustrate the above considerations in the following example.
Example 4.1. Let A be the algebra given by the quiver in Fig. 1. We will show that A is
a generalized multicoil enlargement of a concealed canonical algebra C. We take C as the
product of A0 × B0 × C0, where A0 is the hereditary algebra of Euclidean type D˜6 given
by the vertices 1,2, . . . ,7, B0 is the hereditary algebra of Euclidean type A˜5 given by the
vertices 21,22, . . . ,26, and C0 is the hereditary algebra of Euclidean type A˜5 given by the
vertices 36,37, . . . ,41.
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Fig. 1. A quiver bound by αβ = 0, γ δ = 0, ηε = 0, κλ = 0, ζγ = 0, ξκλ = 0, µζ = 0, νπ = 0, πω = 0, σθ = 0,
ϕψ = 0, ad = 0, bc = 0, bd = 0, ef = 0, gh = 0, ij = 0, ma = 0.
Consider the algebra A0. Let us denote dimension-vectors
a1 =
0 0
0 1 0
0 0
, a2 =
0 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
, a3 =
0 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
1 0
0
, a4 =
0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0 1
.
We apply (ad 1∗) with pivot the simple regular A0-module with dimension-vector a1,
and with parameter t = 0. The modified algebra A1 is given by the quiver with ver-
tices 1,2, . . . ,8 bound by αβ = 0. Now, we apply (ad 1∗) with pivot the indecomposable
A1-module with dimension-vector a2, and with parameter t = 2. The modified algebra
A2 is given by the quiver with vertices 1,2, . . . ,11 bound by αβ = 0. Next, we apply
(ad 1∗) with pivot the indecomposable A2-module with dimension-vector a3, and with pa-
rameter t = 3. The modified algebra A3 is given by the quiver with vertices 1,2, . . . ,15
bound by αβ = 0, γ δ = 0. In the next step we apply (ad 1∗) with pivot the indecomposable
A3-module with dimension-vector a4, and with parameter t = 0. The modified algebra A4
is given by the quiver with vertices 1,2, . . . ,16 bound by αβ = 0, γ δ = 0, ηε = 0.
Consider the algebra B0. We will use the following dimension-vectors:
b1 = 0 0 00 0 1 , b2 =
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
, b3 =
0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0
0 0
, b4 =
0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 1
0 0
, b5 =
0 0 0
0 0 0
1 0 0
0
.1 0 1 1
1
0 0 0 0
0 0
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and with parameter t = 3. The modified algebra B1 is given by the quiver with vertices
21,22, . . . ,30 bound by ϕψ = 0. Now, we apply (ad 1∗) with pivot the indecomposable
B1-module with dimension-vector b2, and with parameter t = 0. The modified algebra B2
is given by the quiver with vertices 21,22, . . . ,31 bound by ϕψ = 0. Next, we apply the
admissible operation (ad 5) in four steps. The first step: we apply the operation (fad 3)
with pivot the indecomposable A4-module with dimension-vector b3, and with parameters
t = 3, s = 2. The modified algebra A5 is given by the quiver with vertices 1,2, . . . ,17
bound by αβ = 0, γ δ = 0, ηε = 0, κλ = 0. The second step: we apply the operation
(fad 4) with pivot the indecomposable A5-module with dimension-vector b4, and with a
finite sectional path consisting of the indecomposable A5-modules with dimension-vectors
0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0 1 1
1
→
0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0 1 1
0
→
0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0
0 1
0 0 1 1
0
→
0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0 0 1
0
and with parameters s = 1, r = 2. The modified algebra A6 is given by the quiver with
vertices 1,2, . . . ,20 bound by αβ = 0, γ δ = 0, ηε = 0, κλ = 0, ζγ = 0, ξκλ = 0. The
third step: we apply the operation (fad 4) with pivot the indecomposable B2-module with
dimension-vector b5, and with a finite sectional path consisting of the indecomposable
A6-modules with the following dimension-vectors:
0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1
0 0
0 0 1 1 1 1
1
→
0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1
0 0
0 0 1 1 1 1
0
→
0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1
0 1
0 0 1 1 1 1
0
→
0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1
0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1
0
→
0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1
0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1
0
→
0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1
0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0
→
0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1
0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0
and with parameters s = 2, r = 1. The modified algebra Λ0 is given by the quiver with ver-
tices 1,2, . . . ,33 bound by αβ = 0, γ δ = 0, ηε = 0, κλ = 0, ζγ = 0, ξκλ = 0, ϕψ = 0,
µζ = 0, πω = 0. The fourth step: we apply the operation (ad 4) with pivot the indecom-
posable Λ0-module with dimension-vector
0 0 0
1 0 0
0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0
and with a finite sectional path consisting of the indecomposable Λ0-modules with the
following dimension-vectors:
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0 0 0
0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0
0 0
0 0 1 1 1 1
1
→
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0
0 0
0 0 1 1 1 1
0
→
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0
0 1
0 0 1 1 1 1
0
→
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0
0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1
0
→
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0
0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1
0
→
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0
0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0
→
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0
0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0
→
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0
→
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0
and with parameter r = 1. The modified algebra Λ1 is given by the quiver with vertices
1,2, . . . ,35 bound by αβ = 0, γ δ = 0, ηε = 0, κλ = 0, ζγ = 0, ξκλ = 0, ϕψ = 0,
µζ = 0, πω = 0, νπ = 0, σθ = 0.
Consider the algebra C0. Let us denote:
c1 = 010000 , c2 =
1
0 1 0
0 0 0
, c3 =
0
1
0
0
0 0 0
0 0 0
, c4 =
0 0
0 0
0
0
0 1 0
0 0 0
, c5 =
0 0
0 0 0
0 0
0 0
1 0 1
1 1 1
.
We apply (ad 1) with pivot the simple regular C0-module with dimension-vector c1,
and with parameter t = 0. The modified algebra C1 is given by the quiver with vertices
36,37, . . . ,42 bound by bc = 0. Now, we apply (ad 1) with pivot the indecomposable
C1-module with dimension-vector c2, and with parameter t = 2. The modified algebra C2
is given by the quiver with vertices 36,37, . . . ,45 bound by bc = 0. Next, we apply (ad 1)
with pivot the indecomposable C2-module with dimension-vector c3, and with parameter
t = 1. The modified algebra C3 is given by the quiver with vertices 36,37, . . . ,47 bound
by bc = 0, gh = 0. Now, we apply the operation (ad 4∗) with pivot the indecomposable
C3-module with dimension-vector c4, and with a finite sectional path consisting of the
indecomposable C3-modules with the following dimension-vectors
0 0
1 1
0
0
0 0 0
0 0 0
←
1 0
1 1
0
0
0 0 0
0 0 0
←
0 0
0 1
0
0
0 0 0
0 0 0
←
0 1
0 1
0
0
0 0 0
0 0 0
and with parameter r = 2. The modified algebra C4 is given by the quiver with vertices
36,37, . . . ,50 bound by bc = 0, gh = 0, ad = 0, bd = 0, ef = 0. Finally, we apply the
operation (ad 4) with pivot the indecomposable C4-module with dimension-vector c5 and
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ing dimension-vectors
0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1
0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0
→
0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0
and with parameter r = 1. The modified algebra is equal to A.
Then the left-quasitilted algebra Al of A is given by the quivers
1 5 23 24 25 37 36 41
2
α
4
β
6 22 21
ϕ
26
ψ
38
a
39
d
40
3 8 7 27 28 29 30 48 49 50 44
h
46
g
9
δ
10
γ
11 31 45 47
12 13 14
ε
15
η
16
bound by αβ = 0, γ δ = 0, ηε = 0, ϕψ = 0, ad = 0, gh = 0. The right-quasitilted algebra
Ar of A is given by the quivers
1 5
2 4 6 23 24 25 37 36 41
3 7 22
θ
21 26 51
m
38
a
39
c
40
16 14
ε
17 18 19 20 32 33 34 35
σ
30 52 42
b
15
η
31 45 44
h
43
47 46
g
bound by ηε = 0, σθ = 0, bc = 0, gh = 0, ma = 0.
5. Proof of Theorem E
Let A be an algebra with a separating family CA of almost cyclic coherent com-
ponents in ΓA, and indA = PA ∨ CA ∨ QA. Then, by Theorem C, there are uniquely
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over, A
op
l and Ar are almost concealed canonical algebras, and hence the indecomposable
projective A-modules belong to PA ∨ CA while the indecomposable injective A-modules
belong to CA ∨QA. In particular, for any indecomposable A-module X from PA we have
HomA(D(A), τAX) = 0, and hence pdAX  1, by [34, (2.5)]. Similarly, for any inde-
composable A-module X from QA we have HomA(τ−A X,A) = 0, and hence idAX  1.
We will show now that pdAX  2 and idAX  2 for any indecomposable A-module X
from CA. By duality, it is enough to prove the first inequality. We will apply arguments
similar to those applied in the proof of [29, Proposition 1.2]. We know that ΓAl admits a
separating family TAl of coray tubes such that CA can be obtained from TAl by a sequence
of admissible operations of types (ad 1)–(ad 5), corresponding to the admissible opera-
tions leading from Al to A. Similarly, ΓAr admits a separating family TAr of ray tubes
such that CA can be obtained from TAr by a sequence of admissible operations of types
(ad 1∗)–(ad 5∗), corresponding to the admissible operations leading from Ar to A.
Let X be a module in CA. We shall show that, if π : P(X) → X is the projective cover of
X and Ω(X) = kerπ , then Ω(X) = X1 ⊕X2, where X1 is projective and X2 is a direct sum
of modules lying in PAl . Let Γ be a generalized multicoil in CA containing the module X.
We shall proceed by induction on the number of injective modules in Γ . Suppose first
that Γ does not contain injective modules. Then Γ is a ray tube obtained from a stable
tube of TAl by a sequence of admissible operations of type (ad 1). Since the generalized
multicoils of CA are pairwise orthogonal and the injective modules are in CA ∨QAr we get
that HomA(D(A), τAX) = 0. Hence pdAX  1 (see [34, (2.5)]) and Ω(X) is projective.
Moreover, if P ′ is an indecomposable direct summand of Ω(X) lying in Γ , then P ′ is
directing. Assume now that Γ contains an injective module. Consider the exact sequence
0 → Ω(X) → P(X) π→ X → 0
and its restriction
0 → Ω(X)|Ar → P(X)|Ar
π |Ar−→ X|Ar → 0
to the full convex subcategory Ar . Clearly, P(X)|Ar is the projective cover of X|Ar in
modAr . From the proof of Theorem C and [4, (4.1)], we have that X|Ar is a direct sum of
modules lying in Tr . Since Tr has no injective modules, we get by the above remarks that
Ω(X|Ar ) = Ω(X)|Ar is projective and any indecomposable direct summand of Ω(X)|Ar
lying in Tr is directing. Moreover, observe that, if an indecomposable projective direct-
ing module P ′ in Tr occurs in the support of HomAr (−,M|Ar ) for a copivot M of one
of the admissible operations of type (ad 1∗)–(ad 5∗), then the indecomposable projective
A-module P ′′ with topP ′′/radP ′′ ∼= P ′/radP ′ lies in PAl (see [4], Section 2 and Lem-
mas 3.8, 3.9). We know also from Theorem C that if X is an indecomposable A-module
such that X|Ar is a direct sum of modules in PAr , then X lies in PA. Observe that our mod-
ule P(X) (respectively Ω(X)) is obtained from P(X)|Ar (respectively Ω(X)|Ar ) by means
of the sequence of coextensions leading from Ar to A and adding all indecomposable direct
summands whose restrictions to Ar are zero. Hence we conclude that Ω(X) = X1 ⊕ X2
236 P. Malicki, A. Skowron´ski / Journal of Algebra 291 (2005) 208–237where X1 is projective and X2 is a direct sum of modules fromPA. This proves the required
inequality pdAX  2.
Now we know that pdAX  2 for any module X in PAl ∨ CA and idA Y  2 for any
module Y in CA ∨PAr . Moreover, for any module Z, the projective cover P(Z) belongs to
add(PAl ∨CA), and hence also Ω(Z) belongs to add(PAl ∨CA). Therefore, pdAΩ(Z) 2
and pdB Z  3, so gl dimA  3.
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